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SUSE Start for SUSE CaaS
Platform
SUSE® Start provides a fast path for a stress-free implementation and configuration of
select SUSE solutions. With SUSE Start for SUSE CaaS Platform, customers can
quickly and easily see how they can run SAP Data Hub on our Kubernetes infrastructure.
Just as SUSE CaaS Platform brings container management to the enterprise, SAP Data
Hub offers a data orchestration platform that provides integration, and channels and
manages information for all of your data sources. Together, they provide a complete
solution to unlock the value of your collected business data.
SUSE Start at a Glance:
	Short-term, fixed-priced offering that provides rapid implementation and deployment
of select SUSE products. SUSE Start for CaaS
Platform includes:
+ E
 xpert design advice and considerations
to review the product features and design
considerations.
+ Setup and implementation of SUSE CaaS
Platform and SUSE Enterprise Storage using
best practices, which will provide the SUSE
infrastructure required for SAP Data Hub.
+ Rapid deployment of SAP Data Hub on top of
the SUSE infrastructure.
	The output of a SUSE Start for CaaS Pllatform
engagement is rapid implementation of the
SUSE infrastructure needed to support your
SAP Data Hub deployment.
Products:
+ SUSE Start Services
+ SUSE CaaS Platform
+ SUSE Enterprise Storage

SUSE Start for SUSE CaaS
Platform
SUSE Start provides a fast path for a rapid
and stress-free implementation and configuration of select SUSE® solutions. With
SUSE Start for SUSE CaaS Platform, you
can fast track implementing a solid foundation for SAP Data Hub. SAP Data Hub
is the data orchestration platform that
enables management and governance of
data across your enterprise.
The combination of SUSE CaaS Platform
with SUSE Enterprise Storage provide the
infrastructure you need to support your
SAP Data Hub deployment. With this
solid foundation in place, you will be able
to quickly deploy SAP Data Hub and build
applications that can derive insights from
all of your data, regardless of the type.
Ultimately, unlocking the value from the
plethora of data your business is collecting.

Data is Growing
The volume of data collected today is
growing faster than ever before. In fact,
the research firm, IDC, estimates that by

the year 2025 there will be more than 175
zettabytes of data worldwide. This represents an astounding 61 percent compounded annual growth rate.
With much of that data being unstructured,
coming from sources such as the Internet
of Things, social sites and multimedia, companies are struggling with how to access
the value the data holds. SAP Data Hub is
your key to unlocking this data treasure.
With its fully containerized architecture,
SAP Data Hub is an all in one data orchestration solution. It provides orchestration
and governance on any type and volume
of data across the entire distributed data
landscape. Data Hub is SAP’s big data visualization and management tool, allowing users to see data from across their
company’s entire data landscape, pulling
it from sources like Hadoop, Amazon S3,
Google GCS, Azure ADL and relational databases, and enterprise applications like
SAP S/4HANA and SAP BW/4HANA. The
comprehensive view SAP Data Hub creates helps users understand the data, see

The combination of SUSE infrastructure with SAP
Data Hub quickly unlocks value from
the plethora of data your business collects.
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the opportunities the data presents and
get the data to the teams that can leverage it the most.
Run SAP Data Hub on the same operating system and container solution running
your HANA environment, which is SUSE
CaaS Platform. A validated solution for
SAP Data Hub, SUSE CaaS Platform enable multi-cloud deployments with hyper
cloud independent Kubernetes solutions.
Implement SUSE Enterprise Storage, an
intelligent software-defined storage solution, which can scale from hundreds
of terabytes to petabytes and beyond.
Deliver a unified and highly scalable storage solution that is cost-efficient and
seamlessly adapts to changing business
and data demands.

Unlock the Value with SUSE Start
for SUSE CaaS Platform
SUSE Start is your key to quickly implementing the SUSE infrastructure to support SAP Data Hub. Choosing SUSE Start
for SUSE CaaS Platform enables our product and technical experts to work with
your team to:
Review the product features and
general design considerations to
understand your overall desired
business outcomes.

Understand the necessary SUSE
technologies and architecture needed
to support SAP Data Hub.
Install and configure SUSE CaaS
Platform using our best practices.
Optionally, install and configure SUSE
Enterprise Storage to provide a highly
scalable and resilient storage solution.
Implement SAP Data Hub so that you
have confidence that your new SUSE
infrastructure supports your desired
business outcomes.
By relying on experienced consultants that
are product experts, you will see a fast and
flexible turnaround with minimal disruption to your business. During the SUSE
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Start project, your SUSE consulting team
will work to transition the operation and
support to your own IT staff.
Quickly realize the value of the right technology, implemented by the right people,
at the right time. Fuel your digital business
with a SUSE Start for SUSE CaaS Platform.

SUSE Start is your key to
quickly implementing the SUSE
infrastructure to support SAP
Data Hub.

